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AIRPLANE TO A MACH NUMBER OF 1.39 
By Gene J. Matranga and James R. Peele 
SUMMARY 
The static lateral stability characteristics of a swept- wing 
fighter - type airplane incorporating three vertical-tail configurations 
and two wing configurations were investigated at an altitude of 
40,000 feet over a Mach number range from 0.72 to 1 .39 . The data 
obtained were determined during constant- heading sideslips and wings -
level turns, aileron rolls, and abrupt rudder pulses. 
The apparent dihedral parameter d~~t, the apparent aileron effec-
tiveness parameter ;~/o~, the aileron effectiveness derivative CLoat' 
the rudder effectiveness derivative C
nar
, and t he rolling moment due 
to rudder deflection CLOr remained essentially constant up to high 
transonic speeds . With a further increase in Mach number the values of 
these derivatives decreased. 
The apparent directional stability parameter remained nearly 
constant below the transonic region but increased in value with a further 
increase in Mach number. 
The trimmed lateral- force derivative Cy~ and the yawing moment 
due to aileron deflection CUOat exhibited little change through the 
speed range tested. 
With an increase in vertical-tail size and wing span a noticeable 
difference in the values of dOr, and a slight difference in the values 
d~ 
of Cl and Cn~r were evident for any given Mach number . 
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llITRODUCTION 
A universal interest has been exhibited in handling-qualities flight 
data in the transonic and supersonic regions because of the large changes 
in stability and control characteristics in this area. In order to fur -
nish a better understanding of these phenomena for current and future 
aircraft deSigns, a 450 swept- wing fighter-type airplane was procured 
by the U. S . Air Force for flight testing by the NACA High- Speed Flight 
Station at Edwards, Calif. 
Several flight investigations with the subject airplane in the 
transonic and supersonic region have been performed and reported (refs. 1 
to 4) . These investigations, as well as the present one, employed three 
different vertical tails with varying aspect ratio or area, or both, and 
two wing configurations - the basic wing, and the basic wing plus wing-
tip extensions. 
This paper presents the overall static lateral stability and con-
trol characteristics generally for a pressure altitude of 40,000 feet 
and a Mach number range from 0.72 to 1.39. 
SYMBOLS 
All coefficients and moments of inertia are referenced to the body 
axes and are based on the geometric dimensions of the particular con-
figuration under consideration. 
A 
b 
aspect ratio, 
normal acceleration, g units 
transverse acceleration, g units 
wing span, ft 
rolling- moment coeffiCient, L qSb 
aileron effectiveness derivative, 
dC l do ' per deg 
r 
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Cy 
CYf3 
c 
d58t 
df3 
dar 
df3 
g 
IX 
Iy 
IZ 
IXZ 
L 
M 
airplane normal- force coefficient, 
yawing-moment coefficient, 
dCn 
-- per deg d5at ' 
N 
qSb 
rudder effectiveness derivative, 
airplane lateral-force coefficient, 
lateral-force derivative, dCy df3 ' per deg 
chord, ft 
apparent dihedral parameter 
apparent directional stability parameter 
acceleration due to graVity, ft / sec2 
pressure altitude, ft 
moment of inertia about X- axis, slug-ft2 
moment of inertia about Y- axis, slug- ft2 
moment of inertia about Z- axis, slug- ft2 
product of inertia, 1 / 2(IZ - IX) sin E, slug- ft2 
angle of tail incidence measured from line parallel to X- axis 
of airplane, positive when leading edge deflected up, deg 
rolling moment, ft - lb 
Mach number 
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N 
p 
p 
r 
. 
r 
s 
v 
w 
E 
p 
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yawing moment, ft - lb 
rolling angular velocity, radians / sec 
rolling angular acceleration, radians / sec2 
apparent aileron effectiveness parameter 
dynamic pressure, ~v2, lb/ sq ft 
yawing angular velocity, radians / sec 
yawing angular acceleration, radians / sec2 
wing area, sq ft 
true velocity, ft / sec 
airplane weight, lb 
angle of attack, deg 
angle of sideslip, deg 
NACA RM H57 A16 
total aileron deflection, positive for right roll, deg 
rudder deflection, positive when deflected left, deg 
angle between body X- axis and principal X- axis, positive when 
body axis is above principal axis at airplane nose, deg 
sweepback angle at the quarter chord, deg 
taper ratio 
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft 
AIRPLANE 
The airplane used in this investigation is a fighter type with low, 
swept wings, and incorporates midsemispan ailerons and a low, swept hori -
zontal tail. On the leading edge of the wings there were free-floating 
slats which were normally closed during all phases of this investigation. 
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A s ingle turbojet engine with afterburner powers the airplane. The 
investi gation covered the fol l owi ng four configurat i ons which involved 
three different vertical tails and two different wing configurations: 
Vertical tail Wing 
Configurati on Tail Area, Aspect Area, Span, Aspect 
des ignation sCl ft ratio sCl ft ft ratio 
A A 33 · 5 1.13 376 36 .6 3 . 56 
B B 37 . 3 1.49 376 36.6 3 .56 
C C 42 .7 1.49 376 36 . 6 3 ·56 
D C 42 .7 1.49 385 38 . 6 3.88 
5 
A three-view drawing and a photogr aph of the a irplane, with the 
configuration incorporating the largest vertical tail and the increased 
wing span, are shown in figures 1 and 2 , respectively. 
A photograph showing vertical tails A and C and drawings of the 
three tails defining the areas are shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively . 
In all configurat i ons the same rudder was used . 
The phys ical characteri stics of the original airplane (configura-
tion A) and the modifications tested are presented in table I. Figure 5 
shows the variation of the moments of inertia about the body axes and 
the principal axis inclination relative to the body axis based on the 
manufacturer's estimates for weight conditions expected in the normal 
fl i ght range. 
INSTRUMENTAT ION 
The following Cluantities pertinent to this investigati on were 
recorded on NACA internal recording instruments synchronized by a com-
mon timer: 
Airspeed and altitude 
Normal and transverse acceleration 
Angle of attack and angle of sideslip 
Aileron, rudder, and stabilizer deflections 
Rolling, pitching, and yawing velocities and accelerations 
The angle of attack, angle of sideslip, airspeed, and altitude 
were sensed on the nose boom . The angle of attack and angle of side -
slip wer e corrected for pitching and yawing velocities , respectively. 
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The a irspeed system was calibrated by the NACA radar phototheodolite 
method and is considered accurate to M = ±0 .02 at subsonic speeds and 
M = ±0 .01 at supersonic speeds . (Additional discussion of the accu-
racies may be found in reference 2 .) The turn meters used to measure 
the angular velocities and accelerations were referenced to the body 
axes of the airplane . The wei ght of the airplane was obtained from the 
pilot ' s report of the fuel remaining before each maneuver . 
TESTS 
The t ests for all four airplane configurations were conducted in 
the clean configuration with the center- of- gravity position at about 
32 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord of the original wing; however, 
for configuration D the center- of- gravity position based on the mean 
aerodynamic chord of the ext ended wing was at about 30 percent . The 
dat a were obtained withi n the Mach number range from 0.72 to 1 .39 at a 
pressure altitude of 40,000 feet with the exception of limited data 
obt ained near a Mach number of 0 .75 and 30,000 feet and a Mach number 
of 0 .40 and 15,000 feet . 
The characteristics i n sideslip were obtained from constant- heading 
sidesl i p maneuvers and, in addition, wings - level turns for configura-
tion D only . The lateral control effectiveness was determined during 
abrupt rudder - fixed a i leron rolls at various control deflections up to 
full aileron deflecti on, except for configurations A and B which were 
limited to appr oximately one - third and two- thirds total aileron deflec -
tion, respectively . Limiting the a i leron deflection was necessary 
because of the violent lateral- longitudinal coupling and roll behavior 
encountered with configurations A and B (refs. 3 and 4 ). A chain stop 
on the contr ol stick was used to obtain constant aileron input . This 
i nvestigation also includes data from abrupt rudder pulses to obtain 
control effectiveness derivatives . 
All maneuvers used in this investigation were performed at or initi-
ated from 1 g level- flight conditions . Nominal angle - of- attack and 
normal - force - coeffici ent variations with Mach number are presented i n 
figure 6 for the 1 g level- fli ght condition of this investigation . 
It should be noted that all derivatives used i n t his paper are 
based on t he physical dimensions of the particular configurati on under 
consideration . 
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RESULTS AND DI SCUSS I ON 
Si deslip Characteristics 
Representative plots of the variation of aileron, rudder, and 
stabi lizer positions, and transverse acceleration with angle of side-
slip at a Mach number of 0 .73 and an altitude of 30 , 000 feet and at 
Mach numbers of 1 .0 and 1 .15 at 40,000 feet are pr esented in figure 7 . 
Data for all four airplane configurations are included, except at a 
Mach number of l.l5 (fig . 7(c)) . At this Mach number there are no data 
for configuration C since t he investigation with this configuration did 
not extend beyond a Mach number of 1.0. The variat i ons of rudder and 
aileron deflect i ons and transverse acceleration with sideslip angle gen-
er ally were linear over the r anges tested . There was evidence of only 
slight pitching- moment changes with sideslip, as shown by the variation 
of st abilizer position with sideslip angle . 
The variations of the apparent dihedral parameter d~;t , the apparent 
dOr directional stability parameter d~' and the lateral-force derivative 
Cy~ as determined from s i deslip maneuvers over the Mach number range 
covered are summarized for the four configurations in figure 8. The 
do at 
apparent dihedral parameter 
d~ 
shows little or no change among the 
differ ent configurations and is positive except at Mach numbers above 
t1 ~ 1.34, as shown for configurations Band D. Although the apparent 
d6 at dihedral parameter 
d~ 
remains fairly constant at values near one 
below a ~~ch number of about 0 .92, it decreases abruptly to nearly zero 
in the [vlach number range between 1 .0 and 1 .05 . Above thi s range there 
is a slight increase in the apparent dihedral to a value approximately 
one -half the subsonic value . The data for configurations Band D in 
figure 8 at a Mach number of 0 . 73 show that the apparent dihedral param-
eter dOat is decreased vIi th a decrease in altitude . This decrease in 
d~ 
noted between the two altitudes is primarily the result of a 
decrease of 30 
speed value of 
of attack (fig. 6 ) . A comparison of the low-in angle 
d6at at an altitude of 15,000 feet with the value at a 
d~ 
Mach number of 0 .75 and an altitude of 40 , 000 feet (at comparable angles 
of attack) shows agreement . 
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dar The apparent directional stability parameter for the four 
d~ 
configurations is positive and below a Mach number of approximately 0 . 90 
remains essentially constant) with values ranging from 1.6 for configu-
ration A to 2 . 6 for configurat ion D. Above this Mach number there is 
dar 
an increase of to a value at supersonic speeds of more than 2 times 
d13 
the subsonic value for configuration A and more than 21 times the subsonic 
2 
value for configuration D. The low- speed, low- altitude value of 
for configuration D is about the same as the value obtained at higher 
altitude at a Mach number of 0 . 75. With increase in vertical- tail size 
dar 
there is generally an increase in the value of d13' Since the different 
vertical tails all have the same rudder, the increase in apparent direc-
tional stability for any given Mach number with increased vertical-tail 
size points to an increase in directional stability (ref. 1) instead of 
a loss in rudder effectiveness. However, for anyone configuration the 
dar increase in with Mach number above the transonic region results 
d13 
mainly from the loss in rudder effectiveness) as will be seen in a sub-
seQuent section . 
The trimmed lateral- force derivative CY13 shows little or no change 
among the configurations or with increase in Mach number except for a 
slight increase near a Mach number of 1.0 for configuration A and above 
a Mach number of 1 .15 for configuration D) all values being approxi -
mately - 0 .008 . The value for the low-speed) low-altitude test point 
for configuration D is slightly higher than the other values at higher 
altitudes. 
For configuration D) wings - level turns were investigated and the 
data were incorporated with the constant-heading sideslip data in fig-
ure 8(b). There was no difference noted in the parameters obtained in 
this manner) although in the speed range where the dihedral was lowest) 
there seemed to be less scatter in the aileron-position data. 
Lateral Control 
The apparent aileron effectiveness parameter Pb/O 
2V ~ obtained from 
abrupt rudder - fixed aileron rolls was essentially linear throughout the 
entire control and Mach number range investigated. Figure 9 shows typi-
cal variations of the helix angle with aileron deflection for Mach num-
bers of 0 .73 and 1 .25 at altitudes of 30)000 and 40,000 feet, respectively. 
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Figure 10 summarizes the Mach number variation of the apparent 
aileron effecti veness parameter ~~/Oat for the four configurations. 
9 
The apparent aileron effectiveness parameter ~~/Oat for configura-
tions Band D remains nearly constant at a value of 0 .0026 to a Mach 
number of about 0.90 . Above a Mach number of 0 . 90 there is a gradual 
decrease in effectiveness to about 70 percent of the subsonic value near 
a Mach number of 1 .3. Although there are little data for configurations A 
and C, the data show no appreciable change from the data obtained for 
configuration B. This is to be expected since the only difference in 
these three configurations is the size of the vertical tails, and the 
difference in the damping- in- roll contributed by the vertical tails 
would be negligible. The increase of 2 feet in wing span of configura-
tion D does not appear to change the apparent aileron effectiveness 
below a Mach number of about 1 .Oj however, above M = 1 .0 there is a 
slight decrease in apparent aileron effectiveness compared with the other 
configurations . This decrease results primarily from a loss in aileron 
effectiveness, as will be discussed in a following section. The low-
speed, low- altitude data for configuration D again are similar to the 
other subsonic data in magnitude, although there is no reason to expect 
such similarity, considering compressibility effects, aeroelasticity, 
and possible change in roll damping . 
Control Effectiveness Derivatives 
By using the methods discussed in the appendix and reference 5, the 
control effectiveness derivatives Cro ' Cuo ' Cuo ' and CrOr at at r 
were obtained for configurations Band D. Figure 11 presents the varia-
tion of these control effectiveness derivatives with Mach number. 
In both configurations the aileron effectiveness derivative C1 ~Oat 
decreases fairly rapidly from relatively constant values of about 0 .0010 
for configuration B and about 0 .0009 for configuration D below a Mach 
number of about 0 . 90 to less than one - half these values at a Mach num-
ber of 1 . 25 . The low- speed, low- altitude data for configuration Dare 
slightly higher in magnitude than the values of the transonic data at 
an aTtitude of 40,000 feet. The values of Cre for configuration D ~ 
are consistently smaller than the val ues for configuration B. This dif-
ference is accounted for at subsonic speeds by considering the difference 
in physical dimensions of the particular configuration employed in 
determining the derivatives . However, at supersonic speeds there is a 
definite loss in aileron effectiveness with the increase in wing area. 
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Values of the rudder effectiveness derivative in the tran-
sonic region are about -0 .0006 for configuration B and vary with Mach 
number i n a manner similar to the aileron effectiveness derivative 
C20 ) although Cno seems to retain its subsonic effectiveness to a at r 
slightly higher Mach number . At subsonic speeds the values of C
rror 
are slightly smaller for configuration D than for configuration B. How-
ever , for supersonic speeds they are essentially the same for any given 
Mach number . A comparison of the low- speed) low- altitude values of 
C
rror 
for configuration D with data in the transonic region shows the 
data to be at almost the same level . 
Very little change is exhibi ted in the variation with Mach number 
of the yawing moment due to aileron deflection C
noat 
which remained 
essentially constant at a value near 0.0002. The rolling moment due to 
rudder deflection C20r remained constant at a value of about 0.0001 
below a Mach number of 1 . 0; however) at the higher supersonic Mach num-
bers C20r became zero . No measurable effect of airplane configuration 
on these parameters was apparent . For configuration D, one low- speed 
and low- altitude data point of C
noat 
and C20r was of the same order 
of magni tude as the data obtained at higher speeds. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From a static lateral flight investigation of three vertical- tail 
confi gurations and two wing configurations of a swept-wing fighter - type 
airplane , generally at an altitude of 40,000 feet and over a Mach num-
ber range from 0 .72 to 1 . 39) it may be concluded that : . 
1 . The apparent dihedral parameter shows little or no change 
among configurations . The value of is fairly constant at about 
1 .0 below a Mach number of 0 . 92, decreases to almost zero near a Mach 
number of 1 .0) then regains about one- half its subsonic value at a Mach 
number of 1 .20 . Above a Mach number of 1.34 the value becomes slightly 
negative . 
2 . The apparent directional stability parameter shows an 
increase in value with increase in vertical- tail size . The derivative 
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remains generally constant below a ~~ch number of about 0 .90, with 
values ranging from 1 . 6 to 2 .6, depending on the configuration. Above 
this Mach number there is an increase to a value at supersoni c speeds 
of about 2 to 2~ times the subsonic values . 
3 . The lateral- force derivative Cy~ shows little or no change 
among configurations or with increase in Mach number, all values being 
approximately - 0 .008 . 
4 . The apparent aileTon effectiveness parameter ;~/aat shows a 
slight decrease with increase in wing span and area at supersonic speeds . 
The value of ~/e~ remains nearly constant at 0 .0026 up to a Mach 
number of about 0 .90 . With further increase in Mach number there is a 
gradual decrease in effectiveness to about 70 percent of the subsonic 
value at a Mach number of about 1.3. 
5· Values of the control effectiveness derivatives Cle ' Cna ' at at 
Cl
or
' and CnOr show little change among the configurations . The aile -
ron effectiveness derivative elo decreases rather rapidly from an ~ 
essentially constant value of about 0 .0009 to 0.0010 in the transonic 
range to less than one - half that value at a Mach number of 1 .25 . A simi -
lar trend is evident in the rudder effectiveness derivative C
nar 
with 
subsonic values near - 0 .0005 to - 0 .0006 and supersonic values approaching 
- 0 .0001 at a Mach number of approximately 1 .35 . The yawing moment due 
to aileron deflection Cn~ shows little change with change of Mach 
--Oat 
number, the values being about 0 .0002 . The rolling moment due to rudder 
deflection Clor is essentially constant at about 0 .0001 below a Mach 
number of 1.0 . At the highest Mach numbers of the tests Clor decreases 
to zero, however . 
High- Speed Flight Station, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Edwards, Calif . , December 20, 1956. 
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APPENDIX 
Lateral Equations of Motion 
In determination of the control derivatives C
nor
, 
and C20r from rudder pulses and abrupt aileron rolls the following 
procedure was used : The abrupt rudder or aileron input was performed 
from trim level- flight conditions and only the first few tenths of one 
second of the control input were analyzed. During this time interval 
the airplane experiences angular acceleration but there is not sufficient 
time for appreciable angular velocities or displacements to take place. 
Therefore, taking the equations of motion of the airplane relative to 
the X- and Z- body axes 
CnqSb ::::: rIZ - pIXZ + ( Iy - Ix) pq + qrIXZ 
Then, disregarding the terms with the product of angular velocities 
because of their minute values , the equations are transformed to 
The angular accelerations, velocities, and control deflections were 
obtained and the rolling- moment and yawing-moment coefficients were cal-
aulated and plotted against the control deflections . From the plots of 
Cn against or, Cn against Oat' C2 against Oat' and C2 against 
or the slopes (control derivatives) were obtained . 
Again, it should be noted that all derivatives used in this paper 
are based on the physical dimensions of the particular configuration 
under consideration . 
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TABLE I 
PHYSICAL CHARACTE1USTICS OF AIRPLA.NE 
Wing: 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total area (including aUeron and 83.81 sq ft covered by fuseLageL sq f't 
Span , ft ..... . . 
Mean aerod,yno.m1c chord, ft 
Root chord, ft 
Tip chord, ft ..... 
Taper ratio 
Aspect ratio . . . . . 
S .... eep at 0 .25 chord. line, deg 
Incidence, deg . . . 
Dihedral., des . 
Gecc.etrlc tlot1.st I deg . . . . 
Aileron : 
Area rearvard of binge line (eacb) I aq ft . 
Span at hinge line (each) 1ft. 
Chord rearvard of hinge line, percent Iling chord 
Travel (each) I deg . 
Leading- edge slat : 
Span, equivoJ.ent, ft 
Segments . . . .. . 
Spww1se location, inboard end, percent vtng sem1span 
Spanv1se location, outboard end, percent ving sem1spal1 . . . . . . . .. ., 
Ratio Of slat Chord to ..,ing chord (parallel to fu6elage reference line), percent 
Rotation, max.imum, deg 
Hor1:z.ontal tail: 
Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total area (including 31.65 sq ft covcred by fuselage), sq ft 
Span, ft ... 
Mean aerod,ynamic chord, ft 
Root chord, i't 
Tip chord, ft ... .. 
Taper ratio . . . . . . 
Aspect ratio . . . . . 
S .... eep at 0 . 25 chord line, deg 
Dihedral, deg . . . . 
Travel , leading edge up, deg 
Travel, leading edge do1ol11, deg 
Irreversible hydrauJ.ic boost and artificial feel 
Vertical tail : 
Airfoll section . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. ... . 
Area (excluding dorsal Un and area blanketed 
by fuselage), sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Area blanketed by fuselase (area bet .... een fuselage contour 
line and line parallel to fuselage reference line through 
intersections of leading edge of vertical tail and fuse -
lase contour line) . 
Span (unblanketed), ft . . 
Mean aerodyna.aU.c chord, ft 
Root chord, ft 
Tip chord, rt . . . . . 
Taper ratio . . . . . . . . 
Aspect ratio 
S .... eep at 0.25 chord line, deg 
Rudder : 
Area I ree.rvard of hinge l1ne J sq ft 
Span at hinge line, ft 
Root chord I rt . 
Tip chord, f't .. . 
Travel , deg .. 
Span-.r1se loea.tion, inboard end, 
percent vertical_tail span . 
Span .... 1se location, outboard end, 
percent vertical_taU span .. 
Chord, percent vertical-te.11 chord 
Aerod,yne.m1c balance 
FUselage : 
Length (afterburner nozzle closed) , ft 
Maximum 'oI1dth, ft ....... . 
Maximum depth over canopy, ft 
Side area (total), sq ft .. ..... 
Fineness ratio (afterburner nozzle closed) 
Speed brake: 
Sutface area, sq ft . . 
Maximum deClection, deg 
Po .... er plant: 
A 
NACA 65A003 . 5 
33.5 
2 .n 
6.14 
5 .B3 
7 ·75 
3 .32 
0.42B 
1.13 
45 
6 .3 
3.33 
2.27 
1.50 
t20 
4 ·5 
5B.2 
30 .0 
Overhanging, 
unsealed 
Basic \l1ng 
. NACA 64A007 
376 .02 
36 ·5B 
n ." 
15·86 
4 .76 
0.30 
3 ·:;6 
45 
o 
o 
o 
12 ·71 
5 
24.6 
94 .1 
20 
15 
NACA 65A003 . 5 
37 .3 
2.ll 
7.45 
5 ·51 
7.75 
2.32 
0 .301 
1.49 
45 
6 .3 
3 .33 
2.27 
1.50 
t20 
3.7 
4B.O 
30.0 
Overhanging, 
unsealed 
NACA RM H57A16 
Basic ving plus 
w"lng_tip extensions 
NACA 64AOO7 
385.21 
3B.5B 
n .1.6 
15 ·86 
4.15 
0.262 
3.86 
45 
o 
o 
o 
19.32 
7.Bl 
25 
<15 
12 .71 
5 
23.3 
89.2 
20 
15 
. NACA 65A003 . 5 
9B.86 
1B.72 
5.83 
B.14 
2 .46 
0.30 
3·54 
45 
o 
5 
25 
NACA 650003.5 
42 .7 
2.45 
7.93 
5 .90 
B.2B 
2.49 
0 .301 
1.49 
45 
6 .3 
3.33 
2 .27 
1.50 
t20 
3.1 
44.B 
2B.4 
Overhang1.ng, 
unsealed 
45·64 
5 .5B 
6.37 
230 ·92 
7 ·86 
14.14 
50 
Turbojet engine . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thrust (guarantee sea level), i!Lf'terburner, lb 
Military, lb 
Norme..l, Ib ...... . 
One Pratt &. Ioihitney J57 -P-7 vi t h afterburner 
15,000 
9 , 220 
B,OOO 
Airplane .... eight, lb : 
Basic ( .... i thout fuel, oil, vater I pilot) 
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Figure 1.- Three-view drawing of the test airplane with the largest 
vertical tail and enlarged wing configuration. All dimensions in 
inches. 
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Figure 2.- Photograph of the airplane with largest vertical-tail and enlarged-wing configuration. 
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Figure 3. - Photograph of two airplanes showing tails A and C. 
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Figure 4.- Sketch of vertical tails A, B, and C. 
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Figure 5.- Approximated variat i on of the principal moments of inertia 
and inclination of principal axis relation to the body axis. 
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Figure 6.- Variation of trim normal-force coefficient and angle of attack 
with Mach number for I g flight , and a nominal weight of 22,000 pounds. 
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Figure 7.- Characteristics in sideslip. 
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Figure 7.- Continued. 
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Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8.- Variation with Mach number of several apparent lateral stability paramet ers. 
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Figure 9.- Variation of wing-tip helix angle with aileron deflection for two typical conditions. 
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Figure 10.- Variation of aileron effectiveness with Mach number. 
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